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ABSTRACT
Since the introduction of the first crypto currency bitcoin in 2009, there has been a drastic change in the
crypto world and in the understanding of the crypto world which has drastically expanded along with a
corresponding ecosystem of supporting services. Due to the explosive demand of crypto currencies has
made trading platforms find it difficult in keeping up with the sudden market growth.
As a result of this sudden crypto bloom, many of them have been forced to prioritize maintaining and
supporting their own systems rather than focusing on development and innovation. Some of such
platforms as a result may have had to stop their onboarding of new clients, unable to handle the influx
due to their inability to scale fast enough. This has made it very difficult for the industry to grow except
if brand new exchange platforms are made and demanded by the market.
It’s in light of this need that Litecoin SV was created; an extremely easy to use and reliable exchange
Platform where anyone can quickly buy, sell and trade any cryptocurrency through a universal and user
Friendly interface. Our goal is to help people who believe in cryptocurrency to maximize their profits the
Easiest way possible while simultaneously minimizing friction during the exchange process.
At Litecoin SV, every user will be able utilize multiple sources to increase their income from passive
Earning to lending, while also having the potential to leverage the expertise of a team of professional
traders. This way, even our first time users with no trading experience at all would still be privileged to
obtain trading insight, and be given advice on building their own investor portfolio.

This whitepaper describes the essence of the Litecoin SV Platform, how it works, and how it will be
developed. Irrespective of the role of a user while interacting with Litecoin SV – whether they are a
contributor, trader, lender, borrower, or referrer - our primary concern is making sure they have an
enjoyable, safe and profitable experience on the platform.

INTRODUCTION
On January 1st, 2017, a single bitcoin was valued at $972, and the entire cryptocurrency market
capitalization was valued at $17B. in the months since then, bitcoin has risen in value to $20,000 in just
15 months after and the total crypto market cap reach an estimated $830B at their respective peaks.
This statistics translates to a quantum leap I value of bitcoin of about 1,955% gain and 4,578% gain for
the total crypto world. Despite all these, and the creation of bitcoin about 9 years ago, we still know that
bitcoin is still at its infancy.
Estimates show that crypto adoption rate at approximately 3.5% as of November 26, 2017. The price of
bitcoin as of this writing is $8,811.00 while the total crypto market cap is $250B. The market cap for
bitcoin alone is $158B while the total value of cryptocurrencies is $851 Billion. To put this in perspective,
the current market cap for amazon, Facebook and Google are $881.03B, $554.86B and $895.89
respectively all while equity valuations are at considerably high levels. The Wilshire 5000 total market
index, which observed all stocks actively traded in the united states, saw its market full cap reach $28.4T
at the end of 2017 where54% of American homes invested I the stock market. With such good figures,
one can only imagine the potential for crypto currency as it raises more interest on a daily basis.
With its adoption rate still under 7%, the crypto currency market is still an attractive investment
opportunity for any and every investor.
We see major psychological barriers delaying the mass adoption of cryptocurrencies being broken down
as major companies such as IBM, UPS, eBay, PayPal, Bank of America and Amazon have seen the
potential and continue to invest in cryptocurrencies and blockchain technology. We have also witnessed
high adoption of cryptocurrency as an accepted means of payment. As new investors begin to notice
these established companies deploy blockchain technology their faith and sentiment of crypto will take
a more positive turn. As a result, this will result in increased money to flow into the market over the
coming years and the entry point will be on platforms such as Litecoin SV.

PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS
The current issues in the crypto and blockchain asset exchange space ranges from lack of supportive
trading tools and inadequate communicative tools specifically for first time investors, to costly
downtime. Up till date, the issue of quality development and proper community updates isn’t still
adequate to meet the needs of users. Some exchangers operate unethical which is the stumbling block
of many crypto trading platforms and we feel this gives the entire crypto trading world a tainted image.
One of the Litecoin SV platform goals is to set a higher standard, to give its users a sense that it’s not one
of such “wild west” platforms. The exchange industry has seen a major explosion in growth and many
exchange platforms have now prioritized making profits over quality service and this need’s to change.
Most trading platforms today come with an interface that is extremely difficult for new comers to
understand. The most important methods to successful trading are within these tools but without
proper training or proper advice from experts, new comers will find them worthless or even dangerous
to use. Experience and guidance on strict profit and risk management strategies are major tools in
making or breaking a successful investor in digital assets and they also help in taking care of unnecessary
panicking or they stop traders from making the wrong decisions. Litecoin SV will put the community first
and vows to deliver prompt and reliable customer care service for all of its users who will need guidance
or advice on an intended decision. We plan on building the best in the world customer experience and
as transparent as possible which are at the fore front of the vision for our platform.
Litecoin SV trade engine will function on cutting edge technology that will be updated regularly to make
sure it isn’t vulnerable to technical issues as a result of the overwhelming number of trades, cyberattacks or any more complications common with trading platforms. It will be one of the most secure and
scalable platforms in the industry and be capable of up to 3 Million Trades per second, scalable to up to
10 Million trades per second.

THE VISION
Think about the current spiking growth of crypto currency and the number of new users it attracts.
Primarily, users with little or no background experience in trading or investing make a good majority of
that number. These new users get overwhelmed with the information on trading, analysis and even how
to use the basic tools that are designed to help them. This is a direct result of the lack of information and
outdated tutorial and inadequate assistance from the exchanges themselves.
Many of the current exchanges available in the market today aren’t user friendly, they don’t provide
adequate guidance for first time crypto investors coupled with little or no customer support.
Litecoin SV on the other hand, uses a system that will be made simple for brand new users so that they will
Understand how to make profitable trades in crypto markets by removing traditional exchange noise
And using plain English tools, offering easy to read and very powerful tools such as AI’s and bots to give
Guidance, detailed portfolio data, trade signals, community engagement and relevant news. With all of
These tools, our new users will experience a smoother entry into the world of trading and investing
Crypto.
The Litecoin SV platform will offer better strategies, risk management tools and highly competitive trade
and withdrawal fees.
In summary, we believe that when the tide rises, all the boats at sea equally rise. By helping our users to
become more informed and by helping them make better profit, we believe that it may increase our
user volume organically through the testimonies, therefore, aiding the process of mass adoption.

SECURITY FEATURES

Litecoin SV will provide every user with state of the art advanced security architecture to protect
each
user’s investment with its unique protocols in place. These features will include but wouldn’t be
limited
to:
• IP whitelisting
• Wallet address whitelisting
• Anti DDoS attack security solutions
• 2FA & 3FA security support
• Multi wallet signature wallet structure
• Hardware wallet integrations
• Anti phising alerts
• Third party security audits
Withdrawal confirmation emails.

WHAT IS LITECOIN SV?
What is Litecoin SV? Litecoin SV is the largest global Digital Currency
Based on Crypto Network. It Everyone can Send low cost private, secure,
borderless payments to anyone, anytime, anywhere.

WHY WE CREATED LITECOIN SV?

“Litecoin SV is a powerful, political and economical tool, which anyone anywhere can use
without any permission from prime minister to transact with anyone else in the world and
partake in a genuinely global economy. That's why we created Litecoin SV”

LSV COIN DETAILS
COIN INFORMATION
COIN NAME :

LITECOIN SV

COIN SYMBOL :

LSV

TOTAL SUPPLY :

25 MILLION

DECIMALS :

18

CONTRACT ADDRESS :

0xee059f0ca1507e4e20c689b20cff71b5e924f7b
d

COIN DISTRIBUTION

THE LITECOIN SV ECOSYSTEM

The blockchain ecosystem is designed to offer transformative opportunities to revolutionize life of
different segments of the society. The Litecoin SV foundation is a nonprofit organization with a sole
mission of ensuring our platform benefits the most marginalized set of communities worldwide. In an
effort to do so, we will provide:
We provide a transparent and accountable blockchain donation system so that all our donors can be
actively involved in tracing and seeing just how their gracious generosity is helping lives.
Empowerment programs for financial literacy and raising awareness in communities of need.
We will also provide access to small micro-loans and funding for brilliant local enterprises and ideas.
20% of signal trading profit will be given to the Litecoin SV foundation.

LITECOIN SV FOUNDATION

The blockchain ecosystem is designed to offer transformative opportunities to revolutionize life
of different segments of the society. The Litecoin SV foundation is a nonprofit organization with a
sole mission of ensuring our platform benefits the most marginalized set of communities
worldwide.
In an effort to do so, we will provide a transparent and accountable blockchain
donation system so that all our donors can be actively involved in tracing and seeing just how
their gracious generosity is helping lives.
Empowerment programs for financial literacy and raising awareness in communities of need.
Litecoin SV foundation will provide funding to finance micro-loans and funding for brilliant local
enterprises and ideas. 20% of signals trading profit will be given to the Litecoin SV foundation.

STACKING

The Litecoin SV team invites users to stack their coins on the Litecoin SV Exchange Platform and begin
passively earning Litecoin SV Tokens only 15 days after the contribution has been made. This makes
the Litecoin SV Exchange the first exchange to implement an ERC20 Proof of Stack token which can
be installed and earn rewards, even on private wallets such as Myetherwallet.
This environmentally-friendly requires only that investors have a computer and a wallet in a stacking
mode, instead of computationally-intense hashing that consumes enormous power and specialist
processing.
For those new to PoS, tutorials and user support will be provided, to enable the greatest potential
decentralization of the network, and wholly in line with our values of accessibility and widening
access to the full cryptocurrency ecosystem – and its many potential streams of passive income – to
as many people as possible.

REFERRAL PROGRAM

Our referral program is based on a highly beneficial three-tier referral system, to give incentive for
platform users to encourage their friends, family and others to use our platform. As the platform
grows,early investors are rewarded for their confidence and every other user benefits from the bump
in volume.
SMART TRADING
Litecoin SV will be listed on global exchange platform that is designed to assist its users to trade any
Cryptocurrency through a simple to use interface. It displays all the necessary information on one screen,
to help users maximize profit through trading within a peer-to-peer environment.
We are giving special attention to our user experience and functionality to ensure that our users have
multiple sources of income merely by using Litecoin SV. Our users that decide to partner with us in the
development of Litecoin SV will be able to use offline cryptocurrency wallet storage; they will gain access
to several other trading advantages that can last for up to 12 months. Semi-automated signal trading
will be implemented in the near future, to make use of the telegram signal groups which have thousands
of followers, to enable our platform to provide beneficial signals with notifications via mobile app. This
signal will then be given to followers to either opt in or out.

ROADMAP

September-October 2019 !
>>>>>>>>>>>•<<<<<<<<<<
• Idea Created.
• Discussion About Project.
• Team Buliding.
• Research on Crypto Market.

March-April 2020 !
>>>>>>>>>>>>>•<<<<<<<<<<<<
• Socail Media Create.
• Airdrop Campain Start.
• Private Sale Start.

November-December 2019 !
>>>>>>>>>>>•<<<<<<<<<<<<<
• Logo Create.
• White paper create.
• Website Development.

May-June 2020 !
>>>>>>>>>>>>>•<<<<<<<<<<
• Public Sale/IEO.
• Listing LSV on Top 10 Exchange.
• Airdrop Coin Distribution.

January-February 2020 !
>>>>>>>>>>>•<<<<<<<<<
July-October 2020 !
• Coin Create.
>>>>>>>>>>>>>•<<<<<<<<<<
• Smart Contract Verification.
• Bounty for join our website.
• Coin logo update on trust wallet.
• Bulid Own LSV Coin Exchange.
• Update Coin info on Etherscan.
• Globaly Luanch our Excange.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT OF LITECOIN SV
We are focused on providing future services online and also offline. While the current trend today is to
bring all services and support online, we believe in having a traditional approach to customer interaction
• Global Offices: Local support teams will provide support to users, and minimize backlogs and
resolution time for any issues which users might face on the platform. We will hire Global
Business Development Managers to promote and increase acceptance and usage of LITECOIN SV
currency, as a cashless currency among local merchants where this is legally permitted.
• Launch secured Litecoin SV Exchange & Wallet Application: We plan to launch the first ever token
exchange app where users can trade major cryptocurrencies on our exchange and keep it safe
and secure in their Litecoin SV Cold Wallet. New users in particular often find using multiple
applications confusing, and may be inclined to leave funds on an exchange in advisedly – by
providing wallet functionality fully integrated with the exchange itself, we will be supporting
best practice and educating our users, whilst offering them the highest levels of security for
their appreciating crypto assets.
Using the 2-step verification services that implement the Time-based One-time Password
Algorithm by Google is another way we are improving our security measures.
• Blockchain technology that has the benefit for startup business: Using the ERC20 Ethereum
network as our backbone, we hope to ensure low and quick fee transactions. (Approx. $0.30
compared to Bitcoin $10 at peak levels).

FUTURE IMPLEMENTATION

There are several initiatives we plan to implement in the future:
• Voting for Signal Providers to show appreciation and raise their rate.
• Litecoin SV tokens will be used as an intermediary currency to buy and sell Merchant products on
Litecoin SV Exchange.
• There will be a mobile wallet Litecoin SV exchange app with online and offline access.
• (Currently, we are still testing a backup wallet in case if user's mobile phone goes missing, so
their tokens are safe.)
• Local offices are going to be established to provide further exposure and ease of accessibility to
users and Merchants.

